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A PROPOSED TRANSLATOR-WRITING-SYSTEM LANGUAGE
ABSTRACT
We propose herein a language for an advanced translator
writing system (TWS), a system for use by langwige designers,
as opposed to compiler writers, which will accept as input a
formal specification of a language and which will generate
as output a translator for the specified language. Although
the TWS language is designed^+~imarily for specifying pro-
gramming languages, and therefore compilers, it is general
enough to be found useful in such areas as symbolic mathematics
and natural language translation and interpretation.
The language is based on an integration of regular
expressions, context-free grammars, cascaded transduction
grammars, and tree attributes. It provides a single powerful
and conveni ent method for specifying the lexicon macros;
and syntax of a language and the associated translations.
The language is an extension of an existing, well
documented language, namely McKeeman's XPL, and it could be
implemented as an extension of the XPL system. The practical,
extended LR(k) techniques of the author for generating
highly efficient parsers make the TWS language practicable,,
To facilitate post-syntactic language specification, a
new data type similar to "tu?les" and "plexes" must be
added to XPL for the convenient representation of trees
and control structures.
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A PROPOSED TRANSLATOR-WRITING-SYSTEM LANGUAGE+
I. Introduction
We propose herein a language for an advanced translator
writing system (TWS) , a system for use by language designers,
as opposed to compiler writers, which will accept as input
a formal specification of a language and which will generate
as output a translator for the specified language.
The language represents a significant step forward in
the TWS area. It provides a single, powerful and convenient
method for specifying the lexicon, macros, and syntax of a
language and the associated translations. This method is based
on an integration of regular expressions, context-free grammars,
cascaded transduction grammars (L&S 68), and tree attributes
(Knu 66) .
The convenient methods for specifying g ramm ars and trans-
lations are practicable due to the existence of techniques for
constructing highly efficient parsers for a large class of
grammars -- the left-to-right .translatable context-free grammars
with regular expressions as right parts of productions (DeR 70c).
These techniques are founded in the LR(k) techniques of Knuth
(Knu 65) and in automata theory (DeR 69) .
The TWS language includes general data structures, similar
to the "tuples" of PAL (Eva 69) and the "plexes" of AED (Ros 67) ,
+Work reported was supported in part by NASA under grant
number NGR05-061-005.
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for representing trees and control structures. Several built-in
functions provide for the convenient manipulation of these
structures. Construction of most of the structures are specified
in the translation parts of rules based on Bachus Naur Form
(BNF)-like productions.
The underlying; TWS could be implemented as an extention
of the best documented TWS currently in existeIce, namely
McKeeman's XPL system; witness (MHR 70) and SHARE PID 03.2.015.
II. Long and Short: Term Objectives
Before describing the proposed TWS language, we discuss
our long and short term objectives in the TWS area.
Our ultimate goal, the realization of which awaits several
important developments in Computer Science, is a system that
might better be called a language implementing system (LIS),
than a TWS. We envision the user of this LIS supplying as
input to the system a formal specification of a language L, some
statistics regarding the expected use of L and an underlying
computing system, and an amount of money that the LIS user is
willing to spend to implement. L; the output of the LIS would
be specifications of both an appropriate computing machine
(system) M and a translator (compiler) from L to the machine
4
language of M. More generally, we envision the LIS accepting
the specifications of several languages and generating the
specifications of an appropriate host computing machine for
all the languages and a translator for each of them.
s
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Of course the implementation of an acceptable LIS will be
impossible until three areas are better understood and better
formalized: programming language design and specification, com-
puting machine design and specification, and artificial intelli-
gence techniques related to the optimal design of machines and
"intelligent" translators. The first of these is currently
the area of primary interest to the author. We have broadened
our scope and discussed a system that involves all three
areas to emphasize that our ultimate goal is a system for use
by lanEage designers, not compiler writers. In the case of
an LIS, the machine is designed only after the languages have
been specified, so the methods of language specification could
hardly be machine dependent.
Our goal for the proposed language, however, is more in
line with the conventional notion of a TWS. We retain the
idea that our system should be for use by language designers,
but we assume a pre-existing computing machine. Thus, we are
left with the problem of designing a language-description
language that is as machine-independent as possible, but whose
programs (language specifications) can be mapped into translators
for a specific computer. We believe that we can now attain this
goal and make a stride forward in this area by developing a tool
that will spawn further progress toward an LIS.
We now proceed to describe our proposed language. After-
wards, we compare it with existing TWS's and assess it's
proximity to our restricted goal.
"a
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III. The Proposed TD'S Language: Illustrated by Example
PREFACE
Figure 1 illustrates the use of our language to specify
an existing, practical programming language. The language is
XPL, an extended subset of PL/I and the very language that we
propose to extend to form our TWS language. Thus, when we have
specified in a similar manner below the extensions that we
propose, we will have given a formal description of the lexicon,
syntax, and translation to "abstract syntax" (Bee 70, Lan 66,
McCa 66) of our TWS language, TWS /10 The bootstrapping technique
used here to describe our language parallels the technique
that would be used to implement it; i.e., we would bootstrap
our way up from the existing TWS.
Syntactically, the primary change to the XPL language is
the addition of the category <translator definition> and. its
dependents, the definitions of which are given in the following
section,, Of course, corresponding semantic adds =dons must be
made, along with the addition of a new data type for representing
trees and control structures.
The reader will note during the discussion below that most
of the methods of compiler writing have been dispensed with
(or disguised) in favor of methods of language specification.
The machine dependent and compiler-related techniques that must
be retained are hidden in procedures that are referred to but
not specified here. Those procedures are assumed to be either
predefined or written in existing XPL, except for the use of the
new data type to be added to the language. To facilitate the
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writing of such procedures XPL provides such features as
compile-time facilities (macros), k., t_- strings with operators 	 .M
and built-in functions for their manipulation, and a method of
executing arbitrary machine-language instructions. Aside from
such special, features, XPL is best described as a powerful,
higher-level programming language, a necessary component of any
good, contemporary TWS .
Since the new data type to be added to XPL is not novel,
being essentially the same; as the "tuple" of PAL and the "plex"
of AED, we will not discuss it ?sere except to note (a)
that it is used to represent the trees generated as output
by the translators exemplified below, and (b) that our
main problems in this area will be to decide which related
functions to provide as predefined and how to represent these
structures internally in an cptimal way.
THE, COMPTT FR TMPT,TFD RV FTrTTRF 1
In the sequel we describe Figure l primarily as the
specification of the lexicon, macros, syntax, and translation
to "abstract syntax" of XPL. Nevertheless, the primary reason
for describing XPL in the language TW'S/1 would normally be to
define an XPL compiler. We first describe the organization
of the implie('. compiler, which i e. presumably named XPL COMPILER
at came outer level not shown in Figure 1, and then we discuss
specific constructs in TWS/l.
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Conceptually, CARD—READER may be thought of as a
procedure that reads cards column-by-column and sends its
results to the XPL LEXICAL ANALYSER; this is indicated by
the header for the latter in Figure 1. The XPL LEXICAL
ANALYSER then effects a translation and sends its results
to the XPL PREPROCESSOR, which in turn sends its output
to the XPL SYNTACTICAL ANALYSER. The output (abstract
syntax tree) from the latter is received by an XPL SYNTHESIZE'*,,
which translates the tree into object code.
The appropriate communications links, such as queues,
deques, or buffers, are established between these translators
automatically by the system. Furthermore, the system makes
the decision whether to effect the various translations simul-
taneously or sequentially, on the basis of space and time
considerations, unless it is specifically directed with regard
to such decisions by the language designer (compiler writer,
in this capacity).
It is to be emphasized that after being processed by the
CARD READER the program being compiled is represented by terminal
and nonterm.inal tree nodes, at least through the abstract
syntax stage. Thus, the CARD READER reads (from a file contain-
ing card or line images) a sequence of characters and converts
it into a sequence of terminal nodes whose names are the
characters of the original sequence. Each subsequent translator
reads the nodes, some terminal and some nonterminal, that are
output as translations by the previous stage. The process is
-11-
illustrated graphically in Figure 2i-.
Our grammars, then, which are used to define translators,
should be viewed in an unusual way. The terminal symbols
in these grammars should be regarded as the names of nodes that
may or may not have substructure (descendants). Whether or not
these nodes have substructure is, in general, defined by another
grammar. Thus, we have the notion of a cascade of grammars as
a device for specifying languages at various "levels" or in
various "components". Correspondingly, each of our compilers
is a cascade of translators.
Each grammar should be regarded as generating a set of
strings (sequences) of nodes and as associating with each string
a translation. The translation is itself a sequence of nodes,
each of which is usually constructed from (or over;) the generated
S L^^L L ing
The first few translators in our compilers, then, start
with a sequence of terminal nodes and level-by-level build over
these nodes an abstract syntax tree; i.e., the tree associated
+The above is a ,good conceptual description of the compiler,
but in practice
identifier that
an unusual tran
In other words,
CARD
—
READER and
efficiency.
the word CARD READER will be a predefined
will cause the XPL LEXICAL ANALYSER to be
slator which reads not nodes but characters.
the system will automatically merge the
XPL LEXICAL ANALYSER for the sake of
,I. X = 123 i I ' FOUR	 ,L
1
CARD—RF40ER
^OCx©OU00CDOd)© o(D(D r^ a ®o o
XPL_LFXICAI_ANALYSPR
1 2?
X	 INTEGER	 F 0 U R
0 F N--
TIFI ER
	111MgER (D (D
	
STRING	 O
XPL—PREPROCFSSOR 00FS	 NOTHING IN THIS CASE=. >x /
XPL—SYNTACTICAL=ANALYSPR
XPL_SYNTHFSIlE:R
ff clB JFCT CnOF"
s.
FIGURE 2. PICTrIRIAL DESCRIPTION OP THE COMPIIIN r, PPOCFSS.
ACTUALLY, THE FIRST TRANSFORMATION INnICATED ABOVE IS
INCCRPORATFO INTO THE XPL_LEXICAL_ANALYSFR.
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with the original sequence by the cascade of grammars. Of
course, some of the original nodes may not be involved in
the final tree; e.g., spaces; others will have been con-
verted from terminal to nonterminal nodes; e.,g., operators;
and there will appear in the tree some nodes that were not
in the original sequence; e.g., NEG for unary "-". It is
also possible that some nodes -- entire subtrees -- will
have been pruned away and replaced with the values re-
turned when special conversion functions were applied to
them; e.g., a fixed-to-binary conversion. (Our compilers
will keep track of the correspondences between the original
sequence of nodes and later sequences to facilitate error
recovery and error-message print-out.)
The specific descriptions blow should bring these
ideas into sharp
 focus for the reader.
-14.
XPL LEXICAL ANALYSER
i
	
	 The form of a <translator definitions is much like the
form of a <procedure definition>. It has a label, XPL LEXICAL
ANALYSER at the beginning of Figure 1, followed by an
<identifier> in parentheses. The <identifier> is the name
of the procedure or translator from which the current trans-
lator is to get its terminal symbols. Next comes the
<translator body> followed by an <ending>. The <ending>
is the reserved word END followed in this case by
XPL LEXICAL ANALYSER.
The <translator body> is a list of translation rules that
define variables or <nonterminal>s that are local to the
<translator>. The form of the translation rules is copied from
that used in the transduction grammars of Lewis and Stearns
(L&S 68). The part of each rule to the left of "=)" is similar
to a production of a context-free or BNF grammar and the part
to the right is the "transduction element"; ioe., the left half
gives the syntax and the right half gives the corresponding
translation.
There are, however, f7wo important ways in which our "pro-
ductions" differ from BNF.' First, there is a syntactic
difference: whereas in BNF the nonterminals ar6 quoted
with the symbols ( and ) and the terminals are left free
standing, we have chosen the programming language convention
of quoting the terminals with a pair of single-quotes (') and
have left the nonterminals unquoted in concert with identifiers.
This choice is important because it facilitates the use of
special meta-symbols, such as the vertical bar 1, and because
it makes our addition to XPL compatible with the existing
,, ,yea•:--	 fi^^	 _..-	 •^
K„raIw ;.r	 _.	 :..YS^e
	 ^	
•^ —^ ^^e •	
_ ..e, ,,^
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lexicon. Second, our "transduction elements" and the right
parts of our "productions" are allowed to be regular ex-
pressions. The meanings of these translation rules are
probably best indicated by specific examples.
/* FIRST, WE MAKE SOME PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS.%/
The first translation rule in Figure l indicates that a
<binary digit>, or rather a BINARY DIGIT, is either the digit 0
or the digit 1 and that the translation for a 0 is 0 and for 1 is
to The second rule is similar to the first.
The third translation rule indicates that, if an OCTAL DIGIT
is a BINARY DIGIT, then the translation for the former is the
same as that of the latter.
The fourth rule introduces an abbreviation. When the pre-
1
defined identifier RIGHT PART is
is the same as if the right part
left of the "=)" had been writte7
We did not use this abbreviation
used after the "=), the effect
of 1..11C pL Vu.u^. ...,..oaa 	 T.......
a in the place of RIGHT PART.
in the first three rules for
purposes of illustration.
The three dots in the rule defining LETTER are used as an
expository abbreviation and are not part of our language.
Actually, the definitions of DIGIT and LETTER are unnecessary
since these nonterminals will have predefined meanings
(LETTER will probably include only A through Z). Other
identifiers will also be predefined thus giving the user quick
access to, for example, the EBCDIC and ASSCII character sets and
perhaps standard sets of RESERVED WORDs and OPERQLTORs.
-	
—	 -
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The next rule defines SYM LESS
—
QUOTE to be any EBCDIC
character (symbol) except the single-quote. Four adjacent
single-quotes are necessary to represent the single germinal
symhul, single-quote, due to our use of the PL/I CHARACTER
convencion to represent terminal symbols.
!%^ NEXT, WE DEFINE THE BASIC "TEXTUAL ELEMT^^VTS" OR "WORDS"
OF XPL . */
The next rule defines an INTEGER to be a string of one ^r
more, by virtue of the +, DIGITs . The translation asse , ci atect
with INTEGER is the result obtained when the function CONV INT
( convert integer) is applied to a node named Pq'TEGER having as
descendants the translations of one or more DIGITs„ It is
assumed that the value returned by CONV IN`.i' is a node named
INTEGER that has one descendant, a terminal node whose name is
the machine vapresentation of the corresponding integer; e.go,
CONY INT (	 INTEGER )	 =	 INTEGER
1	 2 3
machine representation
of 123
Several points are to be noted with regard to this trans-
lation rule:
First, ubiquitous conversion functions such as CONV INT
will be predefined in TWS/1.
Second, the % preceding CONY INT indicates that the
identifier is to be interpreted not as a nonterminal in the 	 I
current grammar but as an identifier defined globally with
respect to the current translator. In general, identifiers
r.
f:^
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P	
marked by % may be predefined or defined by the language
designer, and they may be simple variables of any type,
arrays, trees, labels, or procedures.
Third, whereas in the transduction grammaa;7s of (L&S 68)
the "transduction elements" are meant to indicate translations
to strings, our translation parts are meant to indicate
translations to trees. Each translation p=ert is interpreted
as the Polish suffix representation of the node that is the
translation of the corresponding syntactic category. The
last symbol in the sequence in the translation part is taken
to be the name of the node, and the preceding symbols are
taken to specify the descendants of the node. By putting
parentheses around a subsequence in the translation part,
one can indicate a subtree as one descendant of the main node.
As in (T.& -S -68") there is a one-to-one correspondence between, in-
stances of a given symbol in the right part of a production
and instances of the same symbol in the corresponding translation
part. Normally, when multiple instances of a given symbol
appear in both the right part of the production and tine trans-
lation part, the instances in the translation part are paired
with those in the right part in order from left to right;
other orders of matching may be indicated via, subscripts,
as is illustrated below.
A BIT STRING is a doublequote followed by either a HEX
INTEGER or a BIT GROUP followed by zero or more, by virtue of the
*, BIT GROUPs followed by a doublequote. The associated trans-
lation is computed by the function COMBINE, which converts the
-18M
various binary, quartal, octal, and hexidecimal digit strings
into bit strings and combines them to form one bit string.
As in the INTEGER case, we assume that the result returned
by COMBINE is a node named BIT STRING having one descendant,
a terminal node whose name is the machine representation of
the final, bit string.
The rule defining NUMBER and its translation illustrates
another new notion. The "output asterisk" following "=)"
indicates that the translation of NUMBER, a node named NUMBER
having one descendant, is one of the nodes in the output
sequence that is the translation of the input sequence as
defined by the current grammar. The order of the nodes in
the output sequence is the same as the left-to-right order
of the corresponding nodes in the full parse tree associated
with the inp11t strin g	 Thug S4nnn ny vr tran.c1 ^f-nr^ pro
based on left-to-right parsers, the translators will generate
the desired translation sequence if they output each
translation-node that is marked by an asterisk immediately
after the node is constructed; hence the term "out-put	 `
asterisk".
The function NAME LIST, used in the definition. of
IDENTIFIERS and their translations, is assumed to be a
predefined function that converts identifiers into their
machine representation (via a hash table or the like).
It may also provide some compiler-writing conveniences
related to postsyntactic computations involving "attributes"
of identifiers.
l9.»
The definition of OPERATORS given here is somewhat
different from existing XPL. We have delayed the recognition
of the multiple-symbol operators, ** and 11, until the
XPL SYNTACTICAL ANALYSER stage. This causes the syntactical
grammar of XPL to become LR(2) rather than LR(l); i.e., one
state in the corresponding parser must look ahead two
symbols rather than just one. This extra look-ahead is
easy to implement using the LR(k) techniques of (DeR 69)
and it effects only the one state. Alternate translation
rules for OPERATOR and OP STRING are given in the comment
following the XPL LEXICAL ANALYSER. They define XPL as it
is now. It should be clear from these why we chose the
former definitions.
/* NOW WE DEFINE IGNORABLE SEPARATORS (I.E., "SPACES"). */
,/* F INA.LLY , WE DEFINE AN XPL TEXT. */
Finally, note that all but one of the last ten rules have
null translation parts. This is because they are concerned
with defining SPACES, including COMENTs, and indicating
where SPACEs are allowed and where they are required. The
exceptional rule has a translation part which indicates
that "$"' inside a comment has special significance; it
causes a compiler toggle to be switched.
"2Q-
XPL PREPROCESSOR
The next translator, labelled XPL,PREPROCESSOe, gets
its input from the XPL LEXICAL ANALYSER and it sends its
output to the XPL SYNTACTICAL ANALYSER. It is this trans-
lator that processes the "compile-time facilities" (para-
meterless macros) of XPL. This processor translates its
input string infic a rather flat tree that reflects only
the grossest block structure of the program; then the
procedure SUBST traverses the tree in a left-to-right
way making appropriate substitutions as it goes and out-
putting the resulting sequence to the XPL SYNTACTICAL ANALYSER.
Since the text to be substituted for a literally
declared identifier is represented by a STRING constant,
the :APL LEXICAL ANALYSER must be used by SUBST to translate
the text. Provisions will be made for such "abnorma"I"' uses
of these translators.
+Actually the current XPL compiler has no preprocessor; the
macros are processed by the XPL syntax analyser. We have
separated. the macro processing out to illustrate how a language
such as PL/I with more complex compile-time facilities might
be defined. Also, we have made a slight simplification in the
grammar for expository purposes; we have disallowed literal
and attribute declarations being given in a single declaration
statement.
_21-
Finally, we note that it would have been possible for
the language desig}ner to increase the efficiency of his
resulting compiler by taking advantage of the fact that
parsing is done in a left-to-right, bottom-up fashion.
He could have associated appropriate procedures (sub-parts
of SUBST) with several o:G the productions defining the
preprocessor, so that the substitution process would have
happened simultaneously with the parsing, thus obviating
the need to build a tree. This mould also allow the
XPL LEXICAL ANALYSER, PREPROCESSOR, and SYNTACTICAL ANALYSER
to execute in parallel. A version of XPL PREPROCESSOR
that employs this more efficient technique is illustrated
in the appendix. The ability to choose between these two
extremes will., we believe, prove invaluable in the develop-
ment of languages and practical compilers; the user will be
able to start with a quick and dirty version and gradually
tune it to the desired level..
-22-
XPL SYNTACTICAL ANALYSER
We now proceed to the XPL SYNTACTICAL ANALYSER. Note
that here, as in the above case, there is only one output
asterisk in the entire translator; i.e., we have taken the
sixrple approach again: this translator constructs an
abstract syntax tree and outputs it only after the entire
tree is constructed and all of the syntax analysis is
complete.
Again we could have associated appropriate code-generating
and bookkeeping routines with each production so that
interpretation of the source code or translation to inter-
mediate or object code would have been effected simultaneously
with the parsing. If we had one so, the nodes specified in
the translation parts of our rules would have served only as
argument lists for those routines.
The second translation rule in this analyser emphasizes
that, beside the advantage of conciseness, allowing regular
Expressions as right parts of productions and as translation
parts provides the user with an ability to indicate trans-
lations 'which are nodes with arbitrarily many descendants.
Note that the function BUBBLE LABELS (not to be pre-
defined) is applied to the subtrees indicated in the
translation parts of several rules. The intent is that
this function "bubble up" through the tree the appropriate
information about declaring labels. To answer the question
"how high is this information bubbled," and therefore,
^ ^;S 
Y YT 
♦ v. Y y	 y	 ^	
(^^
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"what is the scope of a label," one must investigate the
definition of BUBBLE LABELS (not given here) and the grammar
(to determine which nodes the function is applied to).
Note that in the first alternative in the translation
rule for IF
—
ST an extra descendant, a terminal node named
NO OP, is added to the translation-node (for homogeneity)
although it has no counterpart in the right part of the
production. in general, extra descendants may be added
to nodes at will. Such descendants may be used, for example,
to associate semantic information with certain nodes; however,
we propose below a more palatable scheme for such "semantics"
or "tree attributes".
The translation part of the rule defining L PRI (logical
primary) illustrates another point. When the last symbol
in a svqu.ence in a translWt3.on part is a nont-erminal ggvmhol;
that  nonterminal must have as its associated translation a
terminal node, as is the case with RLN (relation). To con-
struct an appropriate translation, the terminal node is
converted to nonterminal by.adding to it the indicated de-
scendanu.	In the case at hand, if RLN is associated with V ,
then the corresponding translation-node is;
>
subtree associated 	 subtree associated
with left S EXP	 with right S EXP
i	 e
"24-
FEATURES NOT ILLUSTRATED ABOVE
In cases such as the latter where there is more than
one instance of a given symbol in the right part of a
production, the in-tances of that symbol in the trans-
lation part are usually matched from left to right with
the instances in the right part. To indicate a different
ordering in the translation part, we subscript the symbols,
as in (L&S 68). For example, if we had wanted to reverse
the order of the two S EXPs above (clearly a silly supposition
in this case), then we would have written
L PRI = S EXP I S EXP PT:3N S—EXP
=y S EXP
	
S_EXP (2) S EXP (1) RLN
A practical example where this feature would be useful
can be found in the PAL programming language (Eva 69) in
wh1.ch one call Write e1 trier
'TEST' L EXP 'IFSO' BA ST 'IFNOT' BA ST
or 'TEST' L EXP 'IFNOT' BA ST 'IFSO' BA ST
The corresponding translation parts might be
L EXP BA ST	 BA ST 'IF'
and L EXP BA ST(2) BA ST(1)	 'IF'.
There are two more features not illustrated above that
we intend to implement for the sake of generality.
First, the syntax given below allows functions to be
applied to the right parts of productions (or parts thereof)
-25-
as well as to translation parts. Such functions could be
used to effect context-sensitivity and to incorporate
semantic conditions into the syntax.
Second, although we have not as yet made provisions
in the syntax given below, we would like to allow several
translation parts to be associated with each production.
This would provide, for example, a convenient way of
associating semantic information with nodes of abstract
syntax trees and it might provide an easier way of specifying
the bubbling of labels up trees. To implement this notion
in full generality, however, would be to implement the "tree
attributes" of Knuth (Kn.0 66); it is not clear that this
is desirable or useful without the general functional
capabilities of LISP. It would be trivial to implement
"derived attributes" (information flows up the tree only),
but "inherited attributes" may need to be limited in
some way. Part of the development still necessary for our language is
concerned with making decisions about what are good
compromises with regard to the implementation of tree
attributes.
M26-
IV. The Proposed TWS Lan&uage; F
. °^1 Description (partial)
In Figure 3 we have given, in the language illustrated
above, a formal description of the syntactic features which
must be added to XPL to extend it to the desired TWS language.
Thus, Figures 1 and 3 combined provide a formal description
of the lexicon, macros, syntax, and translation to abstract
syntax, for our proposed new language, TWS/I. We believe
that this concise self-description and the related boot-
strapping capabilities of this language are testament to
its viability and desirability. We support its feasability
in the next section.
We make only one comment regarding these new translation
rules. The function SIMILAR, applied in the translation part
of the production defining SYN TRANS—PAIR (syntax, translation
pair), is intended to check the right part of each production
and its corresponding translation part to see that they have
similar structure. This entails determining the correspondences
between symbols in the two parts of the rules and outputting
error messages when it appears the user may be indicating the
discarding of useful information by not using some translations.
V. Recent Results that make the TWS Feasible,
Aside from the easily formalizable notion of cascaded
grammars presented above, the results reported in the
author's dissertation (DeR, 69, see also
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DeR 70a, b) and those to be reported in a forthcoming paper.
(DeR 70c)+ form much of the basis that makes the proposed
system feasible.
The dissertation, entitled "Practical Translators for
LR(k) Languages," presents techniques for constructing
practical parsers, comparable in size and speed to precedence
parsers, for the LR(k) grammars of Knuth (Knu 65). It
also discusses the conversion of those parsers to string-to-
tree translators, as specified by rules much like those
illustrated above, and it discusses the use of these
techniques in building compilers.
In (DeR 70c) , entitled "Extended LR(k) Grammars,"
the techniques presented in the former will be extended
to include productions with regular expressions as right
parts. This extention is a simple one because the original
techniques involved starting with a finite-state machine
and converting it to a deterministic pushdown automaton to
parse a given LR(k) grammar. The direct correspondence
between finite-state machines and regular expressions
allows one to incorporate a finite number of states into
the deterministic pushdown automaton to recognize the
right parts of productions
+To be finished in September, 1970. We have developed the
techniques and must merely write them up.
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and also a similar finite set of states for poping a right
part, once recognized, off the top of the pushdown stack.
Also discussed in the latter paper will be the inclusion
of the subtraction operation in right parts of productions.
This extention is also easy to implement when using LR(k)
techniques. First, we construct an LR(k) parser for the
grammar as if each "-" were a "I", but we keep track of
all states and transitions due partially or wholly to the
alternatives that are to be subtracted out and the definees
thereof. This first step causes the intersection of the
various alternatives to be explicitly represented in the
machine. Then we merely remove from the machine the states
and transactions that are due solely to the alternatives to
be sub tracted.and those that are due solely to the appropriate
intersections.
Preliminarly implementations of the simplest results
reported in (DeR 69), i.e. parser-generators for the "Simple
LR(1)" grammars, at both the University of California at
Santa Cruz (DMS 70) and the University of Toronto + , seem to
substantiate the hand-derived demonstrations in (DeR 69) that
these LR(k) techniques are indeed practical. It appears that
the techniques are superior to the extended precedence
techniques (McK 66) currently used in the XPL system as
Personal communication from Professor J. Horning regarding
the work of graduate students at Toronto.
T
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regards the time required to construct a parser for a
given grammar, and it appears that they are at least
comparable as regards the size and speed of the resulting
parsers. Of course, with respect to the class of grammars
accepted, the extended LR(k) techniques are far superior
to any previously existing, highly-efficient, bottom-up
techniques, as well as to many inefficient top-down and
modified top-down techniques. Further, the LR(k) techniques
have the pedagogical advantage of being based on the
rigorous areas of automata theory and formal grammars.
A final idea, which we will incorporate into our
system, is related to the notion of built-in definitions;
e.g. the ones mentioned abova for DIGIT and LETTER. We
could also supply predefinitions of INTEGER and IDENTIFIER,
perhaps even, for L EXY (logical expression) . Two reasonable
ways of implementing these predefinitions come to mind
immediately. First, we could merely add the appropriate
rules to the user's grammar and proceed as usual. Second,
we could implement "subparsers" or "subtranslators" for
these "subgranmlars" once and then have the translator
for the user's overall grammar call the appropriate
'"subtranslator" when it is needed. Since such calling
presupposes that the overall translator can determine
when it is appropriate to call a given "subtranslator",
i.e. when it is time to parse an L EXP, say, the notion
of deterministic top-down parsing creeps in.. We are
_31-
led, then, to the ideas of partitioning grammars + and
of grammars being LL(k) (L&S 63) w_ ith respect to the
syntactic category that is the root node of a given
subgrammar. Our techniques for computing look-ahead
sets in the LR(k) case are readily useable in the LL(k)
case also; thus, the addition of built-in "subtranslators"
for ubiquitous syntactic categories will be easy in
our system. Of course, if the user's overall grammar
is not LL(k) with respect to a given subgranmar, i.e.
if our preexisting subtranslator cannot be used, we
can resort to the first implementation alternative
mentioned above.
We have already noted that our translation rules,
were adapted from the transduction grammars of (L&S 68)
and that we intend to extend these rules to include at
least some of the generality and convenience of Knuth's
"tree attributes" (Knu 66). Thus, not only do our
grammars and parsers have a rigorous base, but so also
do our translation rules and translators. Further,
we believe that our method of language specification
is natural and convenient enough that any programmer
having minimal exposure to the notions of regular
expressions and context-free grammars, and getting a
+Note the similarity of these comments with the approach of
Korenjak (Kor 69) regarding the implementation of practical
LR(k) parsers.
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quick introduction to transduction grammars and tree
attributes, will find it easy to Learn to program in
the language TWS/I.
-33-
VI. Comparison With Previous TWS Efforts, Evaluation
The reader wbo is knowledgeable in the TWS area will
have noticed some similarities between our system and some
previous efforts.
Of course our facilities for postsyntactic language
specification are nearly identical to those of existing
XPL and primarily amount to procedures written in a PL/I-
like language with convenient compile-time facilities, bit-
string manipulation facilities, a facility for directly
executing machine-language instructions, and a data type
for representing and manipulating trees and control struc-
tures. We have discussed these features almost not at all,
in part because they are not novel and in part because XPL is
so well documented.
An important difference between our TWS and META (Sch 64),
TMG (McC1 65) , COGENT (Rey 65) , TGS (Che 65) , and CC (BMR 67)
is that ours incorporates highly-efficient bottom-up parsing
techniques whereas they use relatively slow top-down and modi-
f ied top-down techniques. In addition to efficiency considera-
tions, top-down techniques usually bar left-recursive productions;
this is a severe restriction which does not plague our system.
Regular expressions, or similar notations are employed
in META and AED (Ros 67). However, we know of no system that
is designed around a notation that is as clean, unified, power-
ful, rigorously based, and pedagogically sound as our translation
rules. Furthermore, with the possible exception of COGENT, our
-
I1 ed	 c	 +iti 9T a
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method of language specification is unique for its separationion
of syntax and translation parts. For example, TMG and META
use statements in which the syntax and translation are thor-
oughly mixed, + resulting in a language specification which is
useless as a syntactical reference for the programmer. On the
other hand, the syntax parts of our translation rules together
make an excellent syntactical reference for the language being
defined; one of our TWS/l compiler options will be a facility
for listing these syntax parts separately as a syntactical
reference.
Whereas META-II was limited by a lack of facilities in
its compilers for reordering their output relative to their
input, our system will allow arbitrary reordering through
manipulation of trees, for example.
, ,V—real COGENTL CZ L LU 3ed the building of data $t ructur`^$
based on the syntax only, our system will allow the construc-
tion of arbitrary auxiliary structures. Also, our language
for describing come generating routines and the like, i.e. XPL,
is, we believe, superior to and certainly better documented
than COGENT's generator language. Especially with the addi-
tion of tree attributes, we believe our TWS will be found
useful, as has COGENT been, in the areas of symbolic mathe-
matics and natural language translation and interpretation.
For example, the notion of tree attributes is similar to the
idea of associating "features" with nonterminals in the systemic
grammars of Halliday (Hal 61).
Also note that the functions INSTALL and MARKS of TMG are
implicit in our system.
-35-
Since FSL (Fel 64) was designed as a compiler writer's
tool and our system is aimed at language designers, the two
systems seem gzite different superficially; and yet, there are
significant similarities between the two, For example, both
systems are based on bottom-up parsing techniques, although
our LR(k) techniques are more general and efficient than the
Floyd-Evans production-language techniques used in FSL. Also,
our viewpoint is well described by Feldman's Figure 12 in
(F&G 68), except that we envision several components of lang-
uage specification in general. For instance, we found it
convenient above to have a lexical component, a macro component,
a syntax component, etc., for XPL. Our approach would be some-
what more akin to the six components built into the TGS system, 	 p
the difference again being that we opt for flexibility by
allowing the language designer to choose the number of com-
ponAnts that is appropriate for his language.
-he most important difference between the FSL philosophy
and ours, is that, whereas FSL provides special code-generating
facilities, we hope ultimately
to obviate the need for these by making them
implic -it in the implementations of semantic spec if icat ions+
of languages in a manner similar to what we have done for syn-
tactic specifications.
+There is some reason to hope that we are on the verge of
a breakthrough in this area. See for example (Pra 69) and
(D&T 70) .
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One additional point regarding our system is that de-
bugging will be particularly easy (a) because the data type
used to represent the inputs and outputs of translators is
directly available to the user and (b) because translator
definitions can be compiled and tested separately just as
procedure definitions can be.
VII. Summary.
In summary, we have tried to retain the good ideas that
have appeared in previous TWS efforts while incorporating the
efficient and general parsing techniques that have recently
become available,, In addition, we have provJ.ded in our
language a clear syntax based on transduction grammars, and
we have designed our system around the unifying idea of
cascaded grammars and cascaded translators. We believe
that the result is a clear, pedagogically sound language
that represents a significant step forward in the TWS area.
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